AGENDA
ACI C130A Subcommittee on Concrete Materials
Quebec City, Monday March 25, 2019, 8:30 to 10:00 AM in C-309 A

1. Call to Order

2. Approval of Minutes: this subcommittee has not met since Spring 2014, so there are no minutes to approve.

3. Introductions and Membership Review

4. Status of Document
ACI 130R-19, Report on the Role of Materials in sustainable Concrete Construction is now published and can be downloaded from the ACI website.
This subcommittee is now being re-activated to review the new document and start work on needed revisions.
The report is organized as follows, along with current chapter and section chairs:

Chapter 1 - Introduction
Chapter 2 - Definitions
Chapter 3 - Cementitious Materials – Barry Descheneaux
   Section 3.4 – Non-Portland cement-based binders – Farshad Rajabi Pour:
Chapter 4 – Aggregates and Fillers – David Fowler:
Chapter 5 – Chemical Admixtures and Additives – Charles Nmai:
Chapter 6 – Water – Mark Chrzanowski:
Chapter 7 – Reinforcement – Tony Johnson:
Chapter 8 – Conclusion
Chapter 9 - References

Note that the balloted section on Internal Curing was not included in this document

5. New Business
5.1 Review of Chapter Chairs and replacement as needed (and 130A vice-chair/co-chair)
5.2 Re-establishing Chapter task groups
5.3 Review of areas needing revision. (some examples listed below)
   Need to add Portland-limestone blended cements in 3.2;
   Developments with natural pozzolans;
   Blended SCMS including LC3;
   New Admixtures.

6. Adjourn: